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HAES® APPROACH
an non-diet, weight-inclusive paradigm that values
body respect and promotes intuitive eating. HAES
recognizes natural size diversity, supports the view
that health can be achieved at any weight, and
shifts the focus of health away from weight and
towards health-promoting behaviors.

FAT &
HAPPY

FATPHOBIA
fear of body fat and of individuals in larger
bodies; fatphobia focuses on defining an "in" and
an "out" group based on the (largely
uncontrollable) weight of individuals. Fatphobia
perpetuates the idea that fat bodies are “bad”
and that thin bodies are “good.”

DIET CULTURE
Registered Dietitian Christy Harrison defines diet culture as the
following: “a system of beliefs that worships thinness, muscularity,
and particular body shapes and equates those things with health and
moral virtue; promotes weight loss and body reshaping as a means of
attaining higher status; demonizes certain foods and ways of eating
while elevating others; and oppresses people who don’t match up with
diet culture’s supposed picture of health.” Diet culture is rooted in the
ideas that smaller bodies are more worthy than larger bodies, that
restriction is not a disordered behavior (but a lifestyle change), and
that we can manipulate our bodies to fit unattainable beauty
standards.

SET POINT THEORY
this is the idea that your body regulates weight
as it regulates other bodily functions such as
temperature and kidney function. Your set point
is a weight range within which your body will
naturally fall when you are nourishing yourself
adequately and moving intuitively. The body is
designed to maintain this weight range that it
has determined is best for YOU. Set point ranges
can change in response to trauma, stress, and
natural changes throughout one’s lifetime. This
is normal.

THIN PRIVILEGE
the unearned privileges rewarded to those in
smaller bodies such as protection from weight
stigma / bias, access to appropriate healthcare,
increased job opportunities, and social benefits.

WEIGHT STIGMA
unfair treatment and consideration of fat people
/ individuals in larger bodies due to their body
size and the perceived amount of fat on their
bodies. Weight stigma can result in weight-based
discrimination.

WEIGHT CYCLING
weight cycling is when your body goes through
extreme cycles of weight change. This is usually a
result of dieting and the restrict-binge cycle; when
we restrict our food intake, our bodies increase
hunger cues as a protective mechanism, fighting to
maintain our set point. So while diets may cause
initial weight loss, they tend to lead to weight gain
in the long-run. These weight fluctuations put the
body at risk for long-term health complications
such as chronic stress, inflammation, and heart
disease, health concerns often associated with
“obesity”

EATING DISORDER
a mental illness that is characterized by
obsessions with food, and sometimes weight and
body image. Behaviors can include restriction,
binge-eating, food avoidance, and compensatory
behaviors. Eating disorders affect people of all
shapes and sizes, races and sexual orientations.

DISORDERED EATING
Patterns of restriction, binge-eating,
compensatory behaviors (i.e. overexercising,
self-induced vomiting) that move an individual
away from honoring their body's intuition.

